
Professor Jose Guntin 
MDC Kendall Campus Psychology CLP 2140 Abnormal Psychology 

Topic: Understanding Psychopathology through a Systems Thinking Approach  
 
Description: During the first course lecture, students will be provided with the opportunity to analyze, 

evaluate and show understanding of the benefits of adopting a systems thinking approach to abnormal 

behavior as opposed to the traditional linear thinking paradigm.  With this in mind, after students learn 

basic information about systems thinning, they will participate in a system thinking demonstration.  In 

this demonstration, students will be able to list variables affecting people experiencing mental illness 

and evaluate relationships among those variables.   

Objectives:  

(1) Overview main factors affecting abnormal behavior as presented in the textbook including 

traditional models, an integrative approach, clinical assessment and diagnosis, research 

methods, diagnostic tools, health psychology, and legal and ethical issues. 

(2) Understand main foundation behind system thinking model 

(3) Evaluate the merit of systems thinking paradigm as opposed to linear thinking paradigm 

(4) Participate in a systems thinking class demonstration 

(5) Analyze and evaluate solutions to abnormal psychology problems when presented in a 

linear thinking vs. systems thinking  

(6) Write a reaction paper to the experience 

Learning outcomes: Students will be provided with the opportunity to utilize critical thinking skills. They 

will also have the opportunity to gain insight and understanding into sustainable development 

considering natural systems and the environment.  

Materials: 

(1) Textbook 

(2) Audio visual presentation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIs6zQXUpAU  

(Systems Thinking for Heath Systems Strengthening produced by Alliance for health 

Policy and Systems Research) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uB2EzlKcRIA 

(What is a Health System?) 
(3) Long cord to be used in systems thinking demonstration 

 

Summary: 

1 – Students will be introduced to the chapters that will be covered during the semester.  Although an 

integrative approach is favored in abnormal psychology, students will participate in discussion to analyze 

the advantages and disadvantages of utilizing an integrative approach that adhered to a linear thinking 

model.  

2 – Students will watch the two audio visual presentations introducing the concept of systems thinking 

for health and will participate in brief discussion about main points covered in the video presentations.   

https://email.mdc.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=5QSzLWNRaEConRoQxdzI6DfBFtXnTdMIsn3jb76nl-cPTTm76tGxmoNNXOdzfvLepqHA_iGiSnU.&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwww.youtube.com%2fwatch%3fv%3diIs6zQXUpAU
https://email.mdc.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=5QSzLWNRaEConRoQxdzI6DfBFtXnTdMIsn3jb76nl-cPTTm76tGxmoNNXOdzfvLepqHA_iGiSnU.&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwww.youtube.com%2fwatch%3fv%3duB2EzlKcRIA


3 – Students will be introduced to Shifting the Burden, a systems thinking archetype that uncovers the 

potential danger of focusing on symptomatic solutions rather than addressing fundamental solutions.  

As the systems archetype illustrates, ignoring fundamental solutions creates the reappearance of 

problem symptoms.  This insight provided by systems thinking will be applied to treatment of mental 

illness.  

4 – Students will participate in a systems thinking demonstration consisting on the establishment of 

relationships among all variables affecting psychopathology including topics that will be presented 

during the semester and important topics identified by students.   

5 – Students will be divided into small groups to maximize participation and exchange of ideas about the 

concepts presented.  

6 – Students will be given a homework assignment consisting on a paper where they will analyze and 

evaluate concepts presented.  


